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ABSTRACT

building Projects.

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to present the ventilation design concept, the model experiment

results and the final r*sured'ualues from the Danish Pavilion project.The-reason for

pro"",ltrg ,ft"r" values is that the Danish Pavilion's indoor air climate was excellent and the

"-.ftit*tii" outstanding, despite the fact that the indoor pollution load was high (smoking'

nerfumes. tiehtly packed o*pr"l and the ventilation syiæm was chean 
_an{ .simple. 

It is

";öJä 
ffi1¡; äãÀuinuiion of higher air remperatures and higher air velocities, "summer

tiär" o"rign,,, as used in tte o-iJnpanilion, may be applicable and cost effective in other

The background for this presentation is the first author's practical experience in over 50

UriiOi"i í-j."o and the iecond author's extensive experience in air moveme¡t modelling'

ä"-"ãi"i" ãf 
" 

pavilion foi a World Exposition allowed experiments, while the.low budget

,.d.j imagination. The resulting design concept and system were tested in model

e_xneriments which confirrned itr.t tnã simpie ventilaúon system gave results compatible with

;tË;;;;;;: il;iliÃ Sevitla, both as measured and as positive responsg from the guests

and owners, confirmed *¡æ tfre;ød experiments generally reflected the f.a9tr¡al conditions

( l).

PROJECT IIISTORY

The Danish Pavilion concept was developed by KHR A/S Architects in 1989 and entered the

äìg; orr"r" in January róé0. núoing ano negotiations took place from-october 1990 and

p.ãlãütí*ìi"" ¡egan inianu-ary 1991. ä Augusil99l the compleæ prefabricaæd building was

Ihþp"d ñ* oeãmark to ¡ñi". E *tion ii sevi[a was complete in November 1991 and in

March 1992 all services *ei" functioning. On April 20, 1992, the World Exposition EXPO

;tt;p"J;d ran to OctoUer 12, Lggí. The danish Pavilion has been bought bv Tamba

S;t" i; t"p* and dismantling of thã pavition was completed in December 1992' The Pavilion

*rluo in i"p- on February-3, lgg3, and is expected to be opened by the Japanese Emperor

on May 9,1993.

The project economy is mentioned briefly berause the laok of funds stimulated the creative

design process at the same ii'me 
"t 

it t"q'íi.ø the,clients to åccryt the uncertainty involved

i;;Ë;;;d oesign sotutions. trc iniii¡ rarger figure was l7,min. ?5f (- 3 mill. usD)

which was raised during thJ;ig" phase.to 24;iit. pçç. The lowest bid was 49mill DKK

which after extensive *rJoti*ñr and negoti4tions ended with fte frn$,accoun¡.1t 28 mill.

DKK. i'rai i,': . , ,
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THE BUILDING AND THE VENTIT"ATION SYSTEM

The building has two main elements: a steel framed "container" structure, facing west,
with a floor area 45.0 m x 2.5 m, ¿rnd a height of 24 m, and a glass fibre "sail',
constn¡ction, facing east, which leans against the container structure. The large room thus
formed between the "sails"and the "containers" is enclosed by glass wAlls to the north and
south. This room was the exhibition room and was visited by over 800,000people during
EXPO '92. It was important that the indoor air quality was acceptable, preferably
excellent, and that any technical equipment to provide this indoor air quality was in
aesthetic harmony with the building, as well as being as cheap as possible. The room had

a maximum capacity of 300 people and a volume of 9000 m3 with an average height of
18 m.

Fig. 1. a) The Danish Pavilion at the World Exposition EXPO '92in Sevilla. b) Cooling
elements in the south gable.

People in the exhibition room were their own main contaminants. With a floor loading
of I person every 1,5 m2, with a continuous show, and outdoor temperatures in Sevilla
regularly reaching 40'C, it was important for the comfort of the visitors, and the success

of the exposition, that contaminant dilution was effective.

It was very quickly determined that a traditional air-conditioning system for this
exhibition room could neither be accepted architecturally nor economically. Numerous
altematives and ideas were investigated, and the nature of the pavilion and the concept
of a World Exposition encouraged the pursuit of experiments. It was decided to
investigate the hypothesis presented by the first writer that 'good indoor air is outdoor
air", meaning that nature's air conditioning system is the best for the type of activity in
the exhibition room, and that a light breeze on a warm summer day is something most
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oeoule enioy. This concept was translated into a requiremgnt for relatively high indoor

åir iemperatures, 26 - 30 "C, and room air velocities up to I m/s instead of the normal

limiting figure of 0,15 m/s'

The above concept reduced the requirements for cooling capacity and distribution

ãu"twort, satisfying both the client's budget and the architect' The selected design was

ürrJ ri.pfy oí iniøting exposed cooling elementi in the south gable of the room and

an extracf ian in the top nõrttt end of the room. Air is drawn through the cooling

elements, where it cools and falls to the floor (2)'

AIRDISTRIBUTIoNINRESTAI]RA¡{TANDE)GIIBITIoNSECTIoN

The occupied zone design load ofthe restaurant and exhibition hall is 48 kW correspond-

inJ to ¡tiO persons in ihe pavilion. The equipment for slide and video will generate

-?tfr". t¡ô tW which is åxpected to move upward in convective flows giving a high

i"rnperutur" in the upper pari of the pavilion. This part of the heat load will be extracted

with ttre upper ventilator at a high temperature effectiveness'

The heat load transmission from outside will be small because two sides of the pavilion

are formed as an air conditioned building and a water cooled fibre glass sail' The north

wall is a glass window and the south wall - where solar radiation is present - is the inlet

wall with cooling devices.

Inlet air temperature of 26 "C was considered the low limit, and an upper limit of 30 "c

was chosen, ietative to an outdoor temperature of 38 "C. This required a maximum 4oC

horizontal temperature gradient in thi room, without "hot spots' indicating stagnation'

ñ;;;rp;;åing miniåum ventilation air volume is thus 10 m3/s. At the same time it

*as imporønt thãt room air velocities in the cooler, south end of the exhibition room

*"." nõt excessive and that a local limit of I m/s was selected'

All these paftrmeters were tested in August 1990 in a climate laboratory by modelling (3),

and were confirmed by site measurements in May 1992'

MODEL E)GERJMENTS

The model experiments were made in a model with the scale 1i10. Experience with

measurements ìn flow from wall mounted diffusers for displacement ventilation indicates

,tui it ir possible to ignore the level ofthe Reynolds number at the given dimensions as

ãir"u*ø'in (4), which will enable reasonabie temperature differences in the model

experiments.
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Fig. 2. Restaurant and south wall with the cooling device in full scale and in model.

Figure 2 shows the model and the space in full scale. Sixteen different experiments were
made in the model and two of the more essential ones will be discussed in details in the
following

Table L. Conditions and results for two model experiments.

The Archimedes number in the experiments is based on the height ft of the inlet device
as the length scale and the face velocity a, as reference velocity, where face velocity is
the supply flow divided by a reference area (- ûVo of the end wall area).

Figure 3 shows the normalized velocity distribution in the room as a function of the
Archimedes number. It is quite obvious that the flow is a stratified flow with the highest
velocity in the occupied zone. smoke measurements show that the cold air from the
cooling device accelerates gow_n into the occupied zone, due to gravity, and moves
horizontally along the floor in the restaurant and exhibition section.

Measurements show that the velocity has a fairly constant level in the occupied zone,
even far downstream from the wall with the cooling device as shown on figure 3. The
flow is plane and it is a general experience that thè vebcity in plane stratiñed flow is
constant and independent of distance from the inlet device.

Fig. 3. Normalized velocity distribution versus Archimedes' number'

Table 1 shows that the normalized maximum velocity in the occupied zone yrlurhas the

levelofl.lintestAandthelevelofl.SintestB.ThehighervelocitylevelintestBis
also obvious on figure 3'

Theinfluencefromthelocationofthereturnopeningwastestedbyusingthelower
opening alone, the upp", op"ning alone and a conrbinãtion ofboth openings with 50%

flow in each. It was not po;rïi";o À."ru.. any effect on the velocity level in the model.

Experiments with a variafî-æmperature at.tire.surface of the supply device, with the

hiehest temperatur" in ttJ 
"pp"i Ñ of the device' did not show any pronounced

iniluence on the velocitY level'

The velocity in the stratified flow is generated bya downward acceleration due to gravity

effect on the cold ui, f,orn*tf'" 
'uppíy 

¿etice' ¡füs gnvity "ffït-3" 
be counteracted by

a number of nozzles ot ti"-inf"tÏ"uice which supity upwarO directed-jets.wittl a high

momentum flow. Measurements at an Íufangemenf ôr this type show that it is possible

to make a considerable ;;;ti;" in the velõcity level in the'restaurant section, but the

exhibition section will retfJirt. 
""1". 

,v level oútained without the high momentum jets'

TRANSFORMATION OF MODEL E)PERIMENT TO FULL SCALE

The volume flow rate from the cooling device in the south wall is designed to 10 m3/s'

Thisisequivalenttoafacevelocityu,of0.35m/s.TheArchimedesnumberintestA
corresponds to a temperature differenäe between the return and the supply device of 1

K, corresponding to a ú;-ioJ of 12 kw in the restaurant and exhibition halt. This is

a rather restricted t*¿ räO^anã ttte moOer experiments show that the maximum velocity

in the occupied ^n" 
*iff ü" O.¿.1, in full scale. A heavier load of 36 kW - correspond-

iil; Ñ'B - will give up to 0'6 m/s in the occupiei zone'

Economical considerations and a later design of light blinds made-it impossible to use

highmomentumjetsintr,"nn¿solution.Th"."*-"'"alsosomechangesinthedesign
of the cooling device in ;t; wiî rttìt *iff pto¡a¡ly have-the :ffîl try the-entrainment

into the cold flow.ror" to'ir," î.li*iu¡e rtìgrt". ií the full-scale situation compared with
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the entrainment in the model experiments, which means that the model experiments !vil1
make a slight overestimate of the velocity level.

MEAST]R.ED VALUES ON SITE IN MAY 1992

On site measurements show air velocities at the level of 0.8 m/s .corresponding to the
velocity level obtained bythe model experiments, although they show a quicker reduction
than expected. The measurements could only take place in the early morning of May 6th,
1992, when the outdoor temperature was 19.7"C. An artifrcial heat load was induced by
reducing the inlet air temperature ta l2.l oC, corresponding to an air load of 52 kW.
Show projectors and lighting were at full power whereas occupant loading was light,
approximately 20people. Discharge air tempçrature was27,5"C,indicating the expected
strong vertical stratification corresponding to a high ventilation effectiveness.

Table 2. On site m surements 1 m over floor level. Maximum velocity and mean tem-
perature measured across the room versus distance from inlet.

40m

32m

24m

16m

2m

Distance

14.7

t4.9

14.6

14.1

12.7

Temperature, oC

12m

8m

5m

3m

2m

Distance

0.1

0.5

0.8

0.6

0.6

Velocity, m/s

The conclusions from on site measurements are: (a) Uniform temperature distribution
in the occupied zone with a small horizontal temperature gradient. (b) Strong vertical
stratifrcation ensuring separation between occupied zone loads and other room loads. (c)
Air velocities equal to or lower than those predicted by model experiments.
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